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EDITOR'S COMMENT
Welcome to the Q4 edition of the Martin
Aircraft newsletter.
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The sheer number of flying cars, personal air
vehicles or hoverbikes that have emerged this
past year has been nothing short of amazing
as technology moves forward at a rapid rate.
Many of these aircraft are quoting payloads,
speeds and flight times that fit what is perceived as a particular market need – generally
around 100kgs payload at speeds of 70kmph
for 28 minutes - and we are increasingly seeing spectacular CGI footage and short clips of
actual test footage as the realities of the sheer
cost of developing a commercial product kicks
in and the race to attract a part of the current
investment on offer gains momentum. For the
most part the specifications being quoted are
engineering estimates, yet to be tested, and as
we have found out in the past, this factor is not
always clear to the market.

ed to fly as fast as we can with the heaviest
payload possible. The testing programme has
been focussed on getting the basics right,
learning from the data produced and making
subtle modifications to the design of the Jetpack to ensure the flight control systems and
aircraft handling are optimal. We have been
building up to testing our specifications, have
even exceeded some of them in the process
of general testing. What we have now is an
extremely stable aircraft that is safe for the
pilot to fly. We have every confidence that next
year will be equally as exciting as the past 12
months as we move towards expanding the
test envelope, pushing at the boundaries of
height, speed and flying in adverse conditions,
while at the same time demonstrating our fantastic aircraft to potential customers in China.

Consequently, last year we modified our
language and ensured that ͞"engineering estimates" ͟appeared next to any claims around
the Martin Jetpack technical abilities. Furthermore, we acknowledged that these estimates
are secondary to ensuring that the primary
functions of the Jetpack work in the designed
manner. We have not rushed out and attempt-

We wish you a fantastic holiday period and a
happy new year.
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Leadership Message

SERIES 1 CHINA
COMMERCIAL PROGRAMME
CEO James West outlines on Martin Aircraft Company’s
focus for 2018.
As the year draws to a close, I would like to
take this opportunity to update a wider audience on our progress during 2017 and our
focus for the coming year, which has already
been communicated to our shareholders.
This past year has seen some major milestones reached for Martin Aircraft Company.
The Series 1 aircraft performance and flight
characteristics continue to be be proven
through the test programme and our engineering estimates validated and in some cases
surpassed. We have flown with an 80kg payload of man and equipment for more than 17
minutes and exceeded the 40kmph estimate.
There is still more to come as we push out the
boundaries of the flight envelope including
testing in adverse weather conditions, testing
at altitude and proximity testing.
Our Series 1 Jetpack is the first aircraft to be
built by Martin Aircraft that has been wholly
designed using CAD and that has been built
under configuration control using many aerospace standard processes. This has enabled
the collection of large quantities of robust
data during testing, allowing the Company to
validate the behaviour and performance of the
aircraft. Furthermore, this data is being used to
improve the reliability and performance of the
Series 1 aircraft as well as providing input to
future certification airworthiness requirements.
As with all testing programmes, we have
also had our setbacks. Testing has now con-
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firmed limited performance with respect to
the current RT1200 rotary engine, with a key
issue encountered being a limited 30-hour life
and 10-hour time between overhaul, and as a
consequence a significant increase in operating costs. Following extensive discussions with
potential customers outside China, feedback
has been that for commercial operation, a turbine engine is the preferred option to power
the aircraft.
Martin Aircraft’s majority shareholder, KuangChi Science (KCS), has undertaken a technical
review of the Series 1 aircraft. Their findings
have led them to believe that the uncertified
Series 1 aircraft with a programme of RT1200
engine reliability and performance improvements is sufficiently advanced to generate
revenue via repeatable show concept demonstrations and sales into the first responder
market in China. These recommendations
have been ratified by the Martin Aircraft Board.
Consequently, due to the importance of establishing revenue and undertaking a successful
capital raising in China, it has been decided to
defer design, test and commercialisation of
the Series 2 aircraft with a certifiable engine
to enable the Company to focus on the China
commercial programme with an improved
Series 1 aircraft.
In support of the commercialisation plan in
China, Martin Aircraft will undertake capability demonstrations in China utilising the Series 1 aircraft in conjunction with delivery of

three flight tested Series 1 aircraft. The Series
1 aircraft will be utilised for further test and
capability demonstrations, including revenue
generation through paid flight exhibitions and
sales to first responders.

•

Moving forward, the Company’s near-term
objectives are to

I would like to take the opportunity to thank all
our shareholders and loyal followers for their
ongoing support and wish everyone all the
best for the new year.

•

continue flight test and envelope expansion of the Series 1 aircraft

•

develop an improvement programme for
the Series 1 aircraft to enable operational
readiness in support of the China Show
Demonstration concept, commencing with
the China flight demonstrations and commercialisation via show concept and initial
sales to first responders in China

•

agree the engine development programme and investment in Rotron RT1200
engine to enable performance and reliability improvements in support of the China
commercial programme

undertake in conjunction with KCS and
China flight demonstrations a wider capital
raising programme to enable KCS loan
repayment and commercialisation of the
aircraft
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IN BRIEF
Updates and Events

Industry Engagement

Concept to Reality

MACL Chief Test Pilot Paco Uybarreta, NZDIA Executive Director
Jennie Vickers, and Loop Technologies Director Roger Hurst.

Click on the image to see the video on our Youtube Channel.

The New Zealand Defence Industry Association
(NZDIA) held their annual New Zealand Defence
Industry & National Security Forum on 10-11 October
2017 in Wellington. This year’s event was entitled
“Emerging Technologies & Cybersecurity Capabilities Supporting National Security Agencies”
and was an ideal opportunity for Martin Aircraft
Chief Test Pilot, Paco Uybarreta, to catch up with
existing contacts and forge new relationships with
NZ Defence Forces and industry partners.

Towards the end of 2016, Martin Aircraft Company
restructured and refocused the business with the
sole purpose of producing a reliable and capable
aircraft. While the test programme of the Series
1 aircraft has not always moved at the pace that
many in the market would like, we are nevertheless
extremely proud of what the company has achieved
this year. Getting an aircraft to market, especially a
new aircraft type, is an extremely long and difficult
process and the company has made huge progress
along this path. You can watch part of this journey in
our new video, ͞Series 1 – From Concept to Reality͟,
which is a unique look at the story behind the Series
1 Jetpack. Click the link above or go to to:
http://www.martinjetpack.com/multimedia/video

With over 700 delegates present, Paco was able
to meet with a myriad of NZ MoD, Defence Forces,
and international aerospace contractor representatives. “These events are not only about updating
industry on Martin Aircraft’s progress,” says Paco,
“but they are also crucial in bringing back new ideas
and feedback from the industry to help develop
both the Series 1 Jetpack and future concept Martin
Aircraft Company aircraft to ensure they meet requirements for broader operational service."
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Christmas Shutdown
Please note that Martin Aircraft Company will be
closed from Friday 22 December 2017 to Wednesday 3 January 2018.

On Site in China

Head of Aircraft Test, Tim Dutton, and Chief
Test Pilot, Paco Uybarreta, recently headed
out to China to begin the preparations for the
capability demonstrations to be held in the
country in 2018.
The capability demonstrations being planned
for China in 2018 require careful preparation.
While Martin Aircraft’s majority shareholder,
KuangChi Science, is taking care of many of
the in-country details, there are a number of
elements that need to be overseen by Martin
Aircraft itself. This includes site reviews by
the pilot and test director to ensure there are
no hazards and the sites are suitable, finding
appropriate locations to carry out maintenance
on the Jetpacks, and ensuring that all local
rules and regulations for flights in the local
area are accounted for and included in the
project plan.
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Reflections on

HUMAN FLIGHT
Chief Test Pilot, Paco Uybarreta, ponders the question of what
man’s desire to fly means today and how far we’ve really come
in achieving that dream.

On my way to China for our recent site surveying trip, I noticed how a lot of people on the
airliner don’t really look outside the window
anymore during a flight. Where once people
marvelled at the ocean or twinkling lights of
a city far below, most people these days are
fixated on the fancy television screen watching
a movie, or sleeping. Yet, if you asked any of
these people travelling in the back of these
airliners crossing over waters that would’ve
taken days or weeks by boat, they would
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tell you they are ͞"flying".͟Where once man
dreamed of having wings, most of those ͞flying͟
today are sitting, sleeping, eating, drinking and
trying to keep themselves amused inside a
large tube that is travelling in the air.
So that got me to thinking. Maybe we can say
the flight crew are ͞flying͟ by ͞piloting͟ the large
air vehicle. But are they?

Bombardier Q400 Cockpit, courtesy Wiki Creative Commons.
Inset, Virgin American aircraft interior, courtesy Wiki Media Commons.

Most of the time these days, airline pilots actually use highly automated systems to control
the flight paths of airliners, at least during
most of the cruise flight phase. It still takes
an impressive amount of skill to manually (or
automatically) pilot modern airliners. But are
the airline pilots ͞flying͟ because they have a
window in front or because they sometimes
do (or selectively can) manually ͞pilot͟? If the
second airline pilot in the cockpit is monitoring
the first pilot flying by operating a completely automated autoflight system, is she or he
͞piloting͟ or ͞flying? ͟Or is she or he ͞assisting ͟the
first pilot by managing systems, operating radios, and so on. Don’t get me wrong. All of these
tasks are important and require a high level of
skill to ensure the safe operation of an aircraft
carrying potentially hundreds of passengers
and crew members, especially during in-flight
contingencies and emergencies. The issue is
one of semantics.
"Flying"͟ isn’t necessarily the same thing as
͞piloting.͟ Even ͞piloting͟ (manual vs autoflight vs
partially manual) requires semantic stipulation
to have a clearly understood conversation. Up
to this point, I’ve only been discussing flying

airliners. What about other aircraft and even
other forms of human flight? I can tell you that
flying or piloting an airliner is quite different
from piloting high-G, all-attitude, full-envelope
usage aerobatic and fighter aircraft. Flying in
these aircraft requires a special layer of conditioning for both pilots and other crew members (like combat systems operators or flight
test engineers, if they fly on board). Particularly
in military, tactical, or special aircraft missions,
flying becomes much more than just getting
from Point A to Point B. Specialized tactical
flying may include tasks that include air-air
or air-ground targeting, low-level airdrop or
targeting, aerial refueling, multi-aircraft formation, maritime seaborne operations, high-altitude reconnaissance, experimental flight testing, and so on. In these cases, flying becomes
even more of an art, sport, science and risk.
Interestingly, I personally feel more like I’m
flying when I am piloting missions or tasks that
require more elevated levels of manual piloting and cognitive activity. I like being presented solvable but interesting in-flight problems
or tasks where I need to actively correct errors
with a combination of both manual psycho-
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1893 Lilienthal Normalsegelapparat, courtesy Wikipedia Creative Commons

motor and cognitive activity. I like going after
͞human flight͟ events that are novel – unique
flight milestones and flight test data – perhaps
because it’s meaningful, fun, interesting and
challenging, or sometimes just ͞cool.͟ This kind
of human flight, whether it’s landing an airliner
with one dead engine in low clouds and high
crosswinds on a localizer-to-circling approach,
or piloting a new prototype aircraft or major
system modification into its first-ever flight or
maximum airspeed test flight, this feels like
͞real human flight͟ to me.
We live in an age where automation, whether
in airliners or in unmanned and autonomous
aircraft systems (drones), is starting to take humans out of the loop of flying or piloting. There
are a lot of sound safety, economic and technical reasons for this, but the fact remains that
people still want to fly, maybe more than ever.
Enter all of the aspiring jetpacks, flying cars,
quadcopters, flying suits and other personal air
vehicle concepts that we are seeing emerge
around the world in the last few years.
In my own experience flying the Martin Aircraft
P12 and Series 1 prototypes, when compared
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to other aircraft types I’ve flown, is far closer to
a ͞human flight͟ experience. Not only does the
Martin Jetpack human flight experience feel
natural as you stand in the open air, the actual
piloting is intuitive and easy yet requires such
a well-balanced control interface engagement
and workload level for a pilot to experience
͞flow͟, that unique, powerful connection you
feel with your chosen sport, hobby or interest.
There’s nothing boring about it, yet my pilot
workload ͞bucket͟ doesn’t get too full either
in trying to perform any hover, land, or upand-away flying task. Other than approach
and landing and height changes (climbs or
descents), I can easily and effectively pilot
the Martin Jetpack Series 1 aircraft with one
handed inputs to the right control stick for
practically all level flight manoeuvres. While
I’m mainly interfacing with the onboard fly-bywire computers programmed for augmented
control and stability through control vanes
below twin-ducted fans, it certainly feels like
real human flight with the ground rush, openair perspective and other natural visual cues.
Contrary to other aircraft, low speed doesn’t
really matter as much in the Series 1 aircraft.
Fixed-wing stall and rotary-wing translational

lift, tail rotor or torque issues aren’t problems
for Martin Jetpack aircraft. Combined longitudinal, lateral, and directional agility has much
higher potential when compared to most
fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft, as demonstrated from what I’ve flown during the Series 1
flight test programme so far.
From the perspective of a Series 1 manned
test pilot, I’d say things are looking up for
͞human flight͟. Flying Series 1 brings together almost all the best elements of ͞human
flight flow͟– pleasurable and natural visual
and motion cues; intuitive and easy control
force-feel and responsiveness; enjoyable
handling and agility levels; low-enough but
balanced pilot workload; translucent openair flight experience. We’re still in the earlier
phases of the flight test programme. We are
about to embark on more advanced flight test
manoeuvring and capability demonstrations.
We’re still some way off from perfecting that
symmetry with the skies that nature has, but in
my opinion the Series 1 aircraft makes ͞human
flight͟ that much more accessible, enjoyable
and meaningful.
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